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Wisdom in the Woods

Scott Falkingham, Canadian Cave Conservancy director and WAM web consultant, takes advantage of mild winter
weather in January to snowshoe through a mature plantation of Scots pines in Birds Hill Park. The pines were planted

in the 1960s on what used to be farm fields before the area became a provincial park.
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The Manitoba Woodlot is published six times annually as a
service to the membership of the Woodlot Association of
Manitoba (WAM).

WAM seeks to promote an understanding of sustainable
woodlot management, increase income and employment
potential for the woodlot sector, promote the use of woodlot
products in the place of nonrenewable and imported products,
and develop human resources in woodlot management.

WAM represents the interests of our members within the
Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners (CFWO). The
CFWO makes those interests known to forestry ministers at
both levels of government.

WAM also has a representative to the Manitoba Model
Forest, another organization that promotes sustainable
management of Manitoba’s wooded areas.

WAM is a nonprofit organization led by a volunteer Board
of Directors, which meets monthly. Our Annual General
Meeting (AGM) is held each year before the end of March
and is open to all members in good standing.
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Bioenergy conferences
offer insight into MB
sustainable energy options
The 10th Annual Biomass Workshop and Tour is

scheduled for March 10, 2017 in Carberry at the Carberry
Community Memorial Hall.

In the morning, expert panels will discuss carbon
pricing, bioenergy production and applications, and share
their experiences in biomass district heating.

The morning presentations include discussion of the
Bioeconomy Atlas, a project undertaken by the
International Institute of Sustainable Development
(IISD), to create a way of mapping biomass resources
and economic opportunities in Manitoba.

The first phase of the Atlas is evaluating reeds, grasses
and bulrushes. Over the past few months, the Woodlot
Association of Manitoba and the IISD team have been
examining how its proprietary software can be adapted to
evaluate the volume and economic value of willow
biomass.

In the afternoon, participants will be touring the Acadia
and Cypress colonies near Carberry for a firsthand look
at their biomass heating facilities.

Registration information in available online or by
calling Heather Page at 2042395445 ext 228.

This event is organized by Manitoba’s Bioenergy and
Bioproducts Team, in partnership with Prairie
Agricultural Machinery Institute, Life Science
Association of Manitoba, Manitoba Hydro, Government
of Manitoba, and Government of Canada.

Sustainable Energy conference in April
The theme for the Manitoba Sustainable Energy

Association (ManSEA) 2017 conference on April 5, 2017
in Portage la Prairie is “Sustainable Energy & Carbon
Pricing, What Does It Mean for Me?”

The conference offers the opportunity to learn about
carbon reduction in Manitoba and the role of
sustainable/renewable energy. Industry Specialists will
talk about various renewable energy opportunities in the
province. Keynote Speaker David Cork, Managing
Director of TREC, will present on Community Energy in
Ontario and help understand opportunities for Manitoba
communities.

For more information on the conference, see the
ManSEA poster on page 12.

ManSEA was established in 2005. It is a nonprofit,
volunteer based organization. The Mission of ManSEA is
to promote the use and production of renewable,
sustainable and environmentally friendly sources of
energy in Manitoba.
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Manitoba woodlot owners have a key role to play in
addressing the climate change challenge, according to a
national treeplanting plan proposed by the Canadian
Federation of Woodlot
Owners (CFWO). It would
be delivered through the
provincial woodlot
associations.

"For Manitoba,” said Bob
Austman, director of the
Woodlot Association of
Manitoba (WAM), “this
project would see an
investment of about $3
million each year in our
province over ten years, and
that means a lot of summer
jobs for students in rural
Manitoba. It would help the province meet its carbon
reduction targets in a real and tangible way."

The focus in Manitoba would be on reforestation of
marginal farm lands and establishing shelterbelts that
could potentially see more than 2.0 tonnes of carbon per
hectare sequestered annually.

The 10year plan, called “Mobilizing Canadian Private
Forest Owners to Fight Climate Change”, aims to plant
nearly 170thousand hectares to trees at a cost of $207
million, and sequester 847,500 tonnes of carbon.

“Half the weight of a tree.” said Austman, who is also
first vicepresident of CFWO, “is stored carbon, so each
tree successfully grown means that the carbon is locked
away, and when stored in forest products such as lumber
and paper, it will remain locked away virtually forever."
Austman added that treeplanting has added benefits.
"More trees in the ground also means improved wildlife
habitat, reduced soil erosion, and greater biodiversity.”

Peter deMarsh, CFWO president, noted that Canada’s
455,000 woodlot owners are ready to do their part to
address climate change.

“We are now realizing,” said de Marsh, “that forests and
wood provide solutions in the fight against climate
change. In partnership with their governments, woodlot
owners can do much more for the environment and the
economy.”

What sets the CFWO proposal apart from earlier
governmentsupported treeplanting efforts is that the
focus is on planting on privately owned lands held by
farmers, family foresters and woodlot owners rather than

on public or Crown lands.
The action woodlot owners can take was specifically

identified in the PanCanadian Framework on Clean
Growth and Climate Change issued by Canada’s First
Ministers in a joint communiqué in December 2016.

“Actions taken by jurisdictions and woodlot owners to
accelerate reforestation,” the report stated”, to
continuously improve sustainable management practices,
and to plant new forests where they do not currently
exist will enhance stored carbon.”

The national treeplanting proposal directly addresses
one of six focus areas identified in the Framework:
“protecting and enhancing carbon stored in forested
lands, wetlands and agricultural lands”.

DeMarsh and other CFWO directors presented the
national treeplanting proposal to federal government
officials and MPs in November. A decision on the
proposal is not expected until after the federal budget is
delivered in March.

Woodlot owners play key role in national treeplanting proposal

Read excerpts from CFWO's Mobilizing
Canadian Private Forest Owners to Fight

Climate Change on page 9.

Addressing Climate Change

By Sheilla Jones
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WAM is celebrating 25 years of “wisdom in the woods”
in 2017, and we are planning a reunion in June. If you’d
like to step up and become involved, you can volunteer or
become a director.

Become a volunteer: President Irene de Graaf is
heading up the 25th Anniversary Committee, and would
appreciate assistance in planning and organizing the key
event in June.

Become a director: WAM directors can play an
important role in shaping policies affecting biofuels,
firewood use, treeplanting projects and other projects
that directly affect woodlot owners. Directors are
expected to attend the monthly board meetings, usually
held from 79 pm on a weeknight at the Manitoba
Forestry Association board room at 900 Corydon Avenue
in Winnipeg. WAM directors are responsible for directing
WAM’s operations, activities and projects, and promoting

the objectives of the association. All WAM executive
and directors are protected by board liability insurance.
Board positions are filled by election at the June AGM.

If you wish to let your name stand for a board position
or to put forward a nomination, please contact:

SecretaryTreasurer Allan Webb:
secretary@woodlotmanitoba.com
2044678648
To volunteer, please contact:
President Irene de Graaf:
president@woodlotmanitoba.com
2046612068.
WAM directors are committed to delivering WAM’s

strategic plan by advancing our core strengths—
education, advocacy and opportunity—to benefit
Manitoba’s private woodlot owners and family foresters.

Planning underway for
WAM's 25th anniversary
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It’s hard not to think about spring during the dead of
winter, especially when temperatures have been so
favourable during the past few weeks. Many of us are
already starting to think about our gardens, while some
of us may have already started some seeds.

The Manitoba Forestry Association is also getting
ready for spring with their annual Setting Down New
Roots seedling sale. Preorders for trees are now being
accepted, with most species still available for purchase.

The process is simple: you simply review the
information provided, choose which trees you would like
to plant in the spring, preorder those trees and pick them
up at the Birds Hill Forest nursery between May 11th and
13th, 2017.

The Manitoba Forestry Association has a large
selection of native and nonnative species of various
sizes and prices to choose from. Here is a summary of all
the trees that are available for order and their ideal
growing conditions.

White spruce – The provincial tree of Manitoba; white
spruce can grow to be 25 metres in height and is an
excellent choice for a variety of sites. White spruce can
grow in either shade or full sun and should thrive in all
soil types (tolerating heavier clay soils).

Black Hills spruce – A naturally occurring variety of
white spruce that is native to South Dakota. Black Hills
spruce can grow to be 20 metres in height, prefers moist
loam soils and does require full sunlight.

Black spruce – Can grow up to 20 metres in height and
can grow in a variety of conditions, from wet poorly

drained sites to high well drained sites. The tree can
grow in both full sunlight, and shade.

Jack pine – In full sunlight, Jack pine can grow to be
20 metres in height. This pine does prefer sandy soils
but should be fine to grow in loamy soils or thin soils
such as over the Canadian Shield.

White cedar – A white tail deer’s favourite meal!
White cedar can grow to be 15 metres in height, prefers
moist soils and will grow in full shade or sun.

Siberian larch – It is both a deciduous and a
coniferous tree that turns a beautiful yellow and then
loses its needles in the fall. Siberian larch can grow to be
20 metres in height and grows best in sunlight on moist,
well drained sites.

Hybrid poplar (Okanese) – A fast growing but short
lived (30 to 40 years) species that can grow to be 20
metres tall and will grow on a variety of soils.

Golden willow  A wildlife haven, the golden willow
can grow to be 12 metres tall, preferring moist sites that
receive full sun or partial shade.

Acute willow – A mediumsized tree that will grow up
to 14 meters in height. Prefers moist, well drained sites
but can tolerate some flooding. Full sun is ideal, but can
tolerate 50 percent shade.

Colorado spruce – Native to the Rocky Mountains of
the United States, it can grow up to 30 metres in height,
preferring moist, well drained sandy and loamy soils,
with full sunlight.

Crystal blue spruce – A variety of the Colorado spruce
that has been selected for its dense form and beautiful
blue colour.

Meyers spruce – A hardy tree that can adjust to any
soil type. Meyers spruce can grow to be 30 metres tall,
requiring full sunlight.

Scots pine – A native to Europe and Russia, Scots pine
can grow up to 30 metres in our climate. It can grow in a
variety of soil conditions but does prefer well drained
sandy or light clay sites, requiring full sun.

Setting Down New Roots:
Choosing the right tree

By Tatiana Moroz, MFA staff

Continued on page 7
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Red pine – Widespread throughout northern Ontario and
eastern Manitoba, it can grow up to 30 metres in height. Red
pine prefers full sun and will grow in well drained sandy
and loamy soils.

Ponderosa pine – Native to the western United States and
Canada, Ponderosa is a straight tree that can grow up to 35
metres in height. It prefers moist, well drained loam soils,
but can tolerate sandy soils. It is shade intolerant.

Villosa Lilac – A flowering shrub that can grow up to 4
metres in height. This shrub prefers moist, mediumtextured
soils and will not tolerate flooding. It is shade intolerant, so
full sunlight should be provided.

The annual Setting Down New Roots seedling sale is a
great time to pick up some new additions for your property.
Most of the trees sold are sold as seedlings and can be pre
ordered. However, some larger potted trees will be available
on site.

Please contact the Manitoba Forestry Association’s office
at 2044533182 or simply check out the website
www.thinktrees.org to place an order. Now get growing!

Continued from page 6

Ponderosa pine

Black spruce

Photo credits:
Black spruce: Steven Katovich, USDA Forest Service, Bugwood.org
Ponderosa pine: Richard Webb, Bugwood.org
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The Butternut (Juglans alba) tree is
adding an exotic flavour to my woodlot.
The leaves of this tree from the Walnut
family are palmate, often reaching two
feet in length, with 921 individual
leaves. This gives the tree a quite tropical
appearance that dances gracefully in the
breeze.

I was first introduced to this species by
a fellow gardener who had gathered some
seed from under trees that are growing
along the north side of the Manitoba
legislature building. I was fortunate that
he gave me two nuts to try growing in my
yard in the city, which resulted in one
viable tree seedling.

That tree has grown in the shade of a
large ash tree and has been occasionally
producing numerous nuts for almost
twenty years. Although I seemed to be in
competition with some pesky squirrels, I
was able to glean some nuts to plant at

Seeds of Lac du Bonnet Butternut
orchard found at MB Legislature

our woodlot near Lac du Bonnet.
Every year since then, I plant what I

can in pots and allow them to stratify
over the winter. The following fall I
transplant the seedlings into prepared
holes in sunny areas of my woodlot.
Using a posthole auger to penetrate the
forest floor to drill a primary hole and
then filling the hole with amended soil
has proven to provide significantly better
results than direct seeding.

Rabbits, deer, redheaded woodpeckers
and sapsuckers are fond of using the
seedlings as food sources at the various
stages of growth, causing some
misshapen growth habits. But, once the
trees are established, these damages do
not slow growth significantly. They just
grow into bushier trees.

I have always been prone to growing
plants that that push the limits of climate
zones. This tree species is part of my
diversification plan to take advantage of
our softening climate, which is stressing
our indigenous species. Although I don’t
expect to see the trees reach a millable
size in my lifetime, they are a
magnificent addition to the beauty that I
witness in the woods.

By Burkhard Weiss, Lollingwood Ranch
Lac du Bonnet

Above: This 30foot
Butternut lost its original
trunk after woodpecker
damage girdled the trunk
and it died.

Right: This is a 5yearold
Butternut in fall colours.

Far right: Burkhardt Weiss
in the garden where he pots
Butternut seeds, beside a
volunteer that he allowed to
keep growing.
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OBJECTIVE
To increase the carbon sequestration and produce more

forest products through the collective effort of over
450,000 private woodlot owners across Canada.

SUMMARY
Canadian private woodlot owners have a long history of

managing their forests for a range of economic, social and
environmental benefits. These forests represent an
important carbon sink and a significant source of timber.
This timber is available as a substitute for concrete, steel
and plastic used for the construction of our towns and
cities as well as many household goods we all use. It is
also an important substitute for fossil fuels used in
production of electricity. Wood is great “green” energy as
it replaces fossil fuels and is an affordable substitute.

Woodlot owners across Canada need to have the
capacity to increase the size of their forests to increase the
carbon sink and the volume of good quality timber

produced in their forests. In this proposal, several
provincial woodlot owners associations describe the
opportunity that exists in their provinces with access to
additional financial support.

BACKGROUND
Canadian woodlot owners – Representing over 450,000

families across Canada with a total of 19 million
hectares, including the 1,000 licence holders in the BC
Crown Woodlot License Program.

The proportion of woodlot owners actively managing
their forest varies from year to year and from province to
province, depending in part on the current status of
provincial government sharedcost programs.
Management activities include:

• forest inventory;
• forest planning and location;
• tree marking and selection harvesting;
• hiring contractors;
• site preparation;
• tree planting;
• freetogrow assessments, etc.
All activities are intended to increase the growth rate

and improve the quantity and quality of forests and
timber grown for woodlot owners, and for all Canadians.

Some Provincial governments play a role in supporting
silviculture, sharing some financial risk of work which
requires anywhere from 20 to 80 years to produce a
return, assuming losses from natural risks and disasters
are avoided. However, this financial support from some
provinces is not enough to fully engage the tens of
thousands of woodlot owners across the country who
would like to increase their contribution to fighting
climate change. We need more support!

SILVICULTURE, TREE PLANTING AND CARBON
We are interested in two ways in which managed

forests contribute to fighting climate change:

A. As a sink and storage
Forests remove carbon from the atmosphere through

photosynthesis and store it in their stems, branches and
roots. The carbon is released when this material

MOBILIZING CANADIAN PRIVATE FOREST OWNERS
TO FIGHT CLIMATE CHANGE

A proposal written by
the Canadian Federation of Woodlot Owners

2016

Continued on page 10

To request a pdf of the full report,
email: editor@woodlotmanitoba.com
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Why become a member of WAM?

As a member you will be promoting active
stewardship of Manitoba’s privately owned
woodlands, woodlots and family forests. You
will also receive a great deal, including:

—A bimonthly newsletter, complete with up
todate information of upcoming events, current
woodlot/forestry/conservation issues, and wood
products/services available in your area. The
Manitoba Woodlot newsletter can be mailed to
a Canadian address or accessible online to
members only in advance of being made
available to the public. Online access saves
WAM the costs for postage and printing, and
members can view the newsletter in colour.
View past issues of The Manitoba Woodlot at
woodlotmanitoba.com/newsletter.

—Special membersonly rates for events and
workshops.

—Opportunities to participate in field days,
demonstrations, conferences, workshops and
meetings on topics related to woodlot
management.

—Free classified ads in The Manitoba Woodlot.

—If you operate a commercial woodlot or
agrowoodlot, the WAM membership fee is a tax
deductible business expense.

—Membership in WAM is open to individuals
and businesses. Dues are $30.00. Those
interested in membership can telephone (204)
4678648, or apply/renew membership online
at woodlotmanitoba.com/aboutus/membership.

(biomass) dies and decays due to forest fires or insects. A
forest is considered a “carbon sink” if it absorbs more
carbon than it releases. Harvested and processed wood
products are an additional source of longterm carbon
storage when used in house construction and other long
lived wood products.

Forest management has an important role in the carbon
cycle by:

i. increasing the growth of the forest and the absorption
of carbon;

ii. limiting tree mortality and emission of carbon by
harvesting trees, and

iii. storing carbon in wood products.
Forest products store carbon. Each cubic metre of wood

represents 0.9 tonnes of CO2 removed from the
atmosphere, while carbon harvested from forests is
replaced as forests regrow.

Tree planting, planting new forests on marginal
farmland, or to replace forests destroyed by natural
disasters such as insect epidemics sequester varying levels
of carbon depending on species planted, forest region, and
site quality. The Canadian Forest Service reports a range
of 3 to 7 tonnes of CO2 equivalent per hectare per year for
white spruce.

B. As a provider of timber for substitution
Wood products are an important substitute for materials

like steel, aluminum, concrete or plastics, which require
large amounts of energy to produce. In most cases the
energy for processing and transporting wood is less than
the feedstock energy stored by photosynthesis in the
wood. Every cubic metre of wood used as a substitute for
other building materials reduces CO2 emissions to the
atmosphere by an average of 1.1 tonnes of CO2. If this is
added to the 0.9 tonnes of CO2 stored in wood, each cubic
metre of wood used saves a total of 2 tonnes of CO2.

ACTIVITIES PROPOSED
1. Nova Scotia – tree planting and silviculture

treatments as available under existing provincial
government programs.

2. Manitoba – tree planting, with emphasis on
afforestation of marginal farmland cleared during the
1970s.

3. Québec – harvesting and tree planting to replace
forest stands affected by the spruce budworm infestation
in Eastern Canada.

4. New Brunswick – tree planting, silviculture

Continued from page 9

Continued on next page

CFWO national treeplanting
proposal
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WAM MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION

Use our convenient online form and PayPal
option or fill out this form and mail it.
Apply online: woodlotmanitoba.com/about
us/membership.

□Membership fee Sept/16Mar/17 $10.00
□ Renewal fee Apr/17Mar/18 $30.00

I am particularly interested in:
□ Firewood and biomass energy
□Wild foods and othe speciality crops
□ Lumber, logging and sawmills
□Woodlot management
□Wildlife habitat enhancement
□ Soil and water conservation
□ Christmas trees
□All of the above

We encourage WAM members to use the cost
effective option of receiving The Manitoba
Woodlot and Event notices by email.
□ I don't have email. Please mail the newsletter.

NAME
ADDRESS

EMAIL
PHONE

Do you require a receipt?□Yes □ No

Thank you for supporting Manitoba's privately
owned woodlots, family forests and wooded

lands.

MAIL TO:
Woodlot Association of Manitoba
c/o Allan Webb, SecretaryTreasurer
Box 43
Stonewall, MB R0C 2ZO

treatments and harvest management as available under
the existing provincial government costshared program
as well as some activities to determine baseline carbon
levels and look into group certification potential.

5. Alberta – tree planting and public
awareness/education.

6. Ontario – locating highvalue lands for planting and
engaging private woodlot owners of Ontario.

THE BENEFITS
Carbon: using a midrange value of 5 tonnes of CO2

equivalent per hectare per year, 169,500 hectares of tree
plantations (over ten years) would sequester 847,500
tonnes of CO2 equivalent.

These plantations, as well as the 50,000 hectares of
silviculture, will significantly increase production of
higherquality timber that will be available for
substitution.

Economic benefits: Investments in tree planting and
silviculture activities provide both longterm and short
term economic benefits.

The effects of silviculture activities are very long term
and are realized at the rotation age which in most cases is
more than 60 years after planting and about 45 years or
more after a precommercial thinning. The longterm
benefits are enhancing forest productivity and improving
wood quality which results in highervalue timber
products being produced. This puts more money back
into the local economy and contributes more to the GDP
of the province and the country.

Gardner Pinfold (1989) reported that silviculture
programs increase the productivity by 65.2 m3 per
hectare on plantations and 69.7 m3 per hectare through
the use of stand improvement activities. As the Canadian
forest industry proceeds with a major restructuring,
there are already signs in some areas of imminent timber
shortages. These proposals will contribute to increased
timber supplies.

PARTICIPATING ORGANIZATIONS
1. Federation of Nova Scotia Woodland Owners
2. Woodlot Association of Manitoba
3. Fédération des producteurs forestiers du Québec
4. New Brunswick Federation of Woodlot Owners
5. Alberta Woodlot Association
6. Ontario Woodlot Association
(Other provincial proposals may be added at a

later date).

Continued from page 10

CFWO national treeplanting
proposal
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